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INTRODUCTION

PROPOSED PROTOCOL

With the rapid growth and adoption of IoT, questions about
security are being asked and rightly so. Some IoT applications deal
with extremely sensitive data, and instructions. Imagine a scenario
where sensors that detect moving objects in an autonomous
vehicle is hijacked and made to send false reports to the breaking
system; or a hijacked insulin pump, the attacker can alter the
dosage of the of the insulin with fatal consequences. How about
personal data from smart homes, and other body sensors, all these
can lead to very disastrous consequences. Providing the
fundamental information security guaranties of Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability is a major challenge for connected
devices[1]. The main reason for this is the fact that these devices
usually come constrained, they usually have very small ROM and
RAM space, and processing capacity. These constraints make it
impossible for conventional security protocols to be implemented
on these devices, therefore new mechanisms have to be used to
achieve security or modifications made to how the conventional
protocols are implemented.
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PHYSICALLY UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONS

Several approaches have been taken in order to solve the security
puzzle for constrained devices. Some of the approaches have built
security on top of the Constrained Application (Protocol CoAP)
using DTLS just like in [2]–[4], some have taken completely
different route by using Physically Unclonable Functions(PUF) [5],
[6]. The work proposes a new security protocol based on Physically
Unclonable Functions.

Physical unclonable functions (PUF) are
physical random functions that provide
specific outputs for the physical objects
Response (R2)
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they work in, which are simple to
generate but practically hard to obtain
without accessing the object. Many
PUF3
Response (R3)
PUFs are proposed in the literature,
R1≠R2≠R3
however, not all are electronically
implemented PUFs [7].
There are also many methods (optical, acoustical, compact disk,
radio frequency, magnetic etc.) that have been implemented in
many different ways. Electronic PUFs can be divided into three
classifications: PUFs which exploit analogue electronic structures,
delayed electronic components and memory elements[8]. Most of
the PUFs, which are discussed in this work, utilise memory elements
and the delays in the digital circuits, to generate unique outputs.
They are also called silicon PUFs[8].
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the proposed PUF model is to carry out the
authentication between the verifier and prover without storing
CRPs in the database. This is achieved by using a neural network
model of the PUF. We masked the relationship between the
challenge and the response by using RC5 algorithm to prevent
adversary from collecting
CRPs. We
implemented this
authentication method on windows platform using TCP connection
in Csharp programming language and on resource constraint
platform, which are contiki OS, Cooja and real resource constraint
device: Zolertia remote, using UDP connection in C programming
language. We have compared DTLS Implementation and proposed
PUF based implementation on resource constraint devices
considering RAM and ROM rrequirement, energy consumption by
transaction, energy consumption in server and client side.
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1. Receive ID and nonce
2. Send Challenge
3. Receive Response
4. Compute Response with the corresponding Challenge
5. Generate encrypted data
6. Decrypt the encrypted data. The verifier checks the authenticity of the
information in the content. The freshness control is simply based on nonce.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the proposed authentication protocol is more cost and
time effective compared to DTLS handshake scheme and basic PUF
authentication, since the system does not fill the database with
millions of challenge-response pairs and the verifier computes the
response via a PUF neural network model instead of a time consuming
search of CRPs in a large database. The proposed authentication
protocol is also resilient to cloning attacks, which is achieved by
breaking the relationship between challenge and responses. We
masked the relationship between the challenge and the response by
using the RC5 algorithm. The RC5 algorithm hides the response. In
this way, we hide real challenge and response pairs to prevent an
adversary from collecting all CRPs and building a model of the PUF.
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